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Cheryl Melody's 32 interactive activities in music, movement and imagination are filled with her 25 years

of experience as a specialist in early childhood music education and as a national performer-composer;

songs include children and parents on this CD 32 MP3 Songs KIDS/FAMILY: General Children's Music,

KIDS/FAMILY: Kid Friendly Details: Cheryl Melody, B.M.Ed., M.A., cherylmelody.com, 25 years of

experience as a national performer, composer, independent ASCAP recording artist, Parent's Choice

Winner, and music, movement and imagination educator. Concerts include IMAGINATION CONCERTS

for ages birth to 8 years, PEACE BEGINS WITH ME Concerts for Elementary School ages, and adult

venues. ALL Lyrics created by Cheryl Melody are filled with conscious intention for nurturing a child's

delicate growing Self,( adult's), and often speak to self esteem, potential and creativity. Cheryl Melody is

the artist of 6 CD's ranging from early childhood through adult levels. The CD, PEEKABOO I LOVE YOU

is for ages birth to 6 years, and is filled with 32 activities and her expertise in early childhood musical

development; The CD, LET'S PRETEND AND MORE received the PARENTS CHOICE Award and is

filled with 28 activities for ages 4-8, and filled with messages of diversity celebration, imagination, and self

esteem messages; SONGS THAT MAKE THE HEART FEEL GOOD is for all ages, filled with messages

for self esteem, potential and creativity-adults love this album too!; WORLD PEACE-THE CHILDREN'S

DREAM is a musical story told by Cheryl Melody for ages 5-12 years with important messages;

CELEBRATE is for the whole family, from ages 4 thru adult, filled with the content of her PEACE BEGINS

WITH ME concerts and more, messages of celebrating our differences, respecting ourselves, each other

and the earth. "Cheryl Melody is truly an expert, with a soothing warm voice that brings love to every

environment and joy, self esteem, creativity, dance, imagination and song to everyone's heart." Norma

Leslie, Ph.D.
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